
Note of US Group meeting– 15th November 2016 

Present: 

Jamie Benson (Chair)     Carol Riddington ( Trustee) 

Mandy Hobbs      Sally Lines  CEO 

Scott Goddard ( Learning and Support Tutor)  Di Cunliffe CEO/PA 

 

1)      Apologies were received from David Elliot, who usually chairs the US Group’s meeting with  

 Trustees; other US Group members; John Pagella ( Board Chair), Linda Ferguson ( Trustee), 

 Adrian Cotton (Head of Housing and Development). 

2)      Announcing that computers upstairs in Main House can be used after hours 

 The US Group would like us to get the message out to everyone about the fact that the room 

 opposite the CTEC Centre has four computers in it which can be used in the evening. Sally 

 said she would ask Gill Caldwell, Communications and Marketing Manager, to let everyone 

 know what hours it will be open. She also pointed out that trained staff would need to be 

 there if the room is to be used after hours by people using wheelchairs to assist them to 

 evacuate the building in the event of a fire, as the lift would not be in use. Sally said she 

 would look into this and check who has the key for the room.1  

 

3)           Extra lighting needed around the site 

Jamie said that there are a number of places around the site where people felt they need 

extra lighting. Having discussed these requests with Adrian, Sally said: 

 A light on the old woodwork shed to light up the tarmac path to Horti could be done. 

 A light at the lower end of tarmac path to Horti would not possible without major works, 

so it is best left until The Base is constructed (include in The Base works, Adrian) 

 Regarding a light at the front entrance in front of the Main House ( for use when people 

are waiting for Swans at the front of the house) Sally was not happy to be lighting up the 

entrance to the Main House when nobody is there out of hours, and Carol  agreed. As 

the lighting is not unsafe as it is, it was agreed to leave as it is. 

 A sensor light could be put on the stone archway next to side entrance of Main House.2 

 Adrian is in the process of putting lights at the sides and back of Main House Kitchen to 

light up the path towards the conservatory.  

 Regarding a light near the raised bed in the courtyard, AO’S and JB-J should advise 

Adrian where the light should be fixed, as they are the US Group members who had 

been told a light is needed. Then PD and AS should be asked what they think about 

having lighting directly outside their flats. 3  

 

4) Pathway/drive repairs around the site 

Scott said that the US Group are in discussion with Adrian about various improvements to 

pathways and drives, and they wanted to highlight 2 in particular. 

                                                           
1 SL to clarify staff supervision arrangements;  check which staff have key fobs to the computer room; and ask 
GC to announce opening hours for the computer room. 
2 AC to arrange for sensor light to be installed near the stone archway. 
3 US Group to discuss with AC where courtyard light could be fixed and consult PD and AS their views on having 
a light outside their flats. 



 The kerb/pavement tarmac outside Maples needs replacing. It was agreed that  Adrian 

should look at what work is required.4 

 The path to the swimming pool is too steep for people using wheelchairs or with 

mobility problems. Sally agreed and said that the Board has approved the funds to pay 

for work on a new path to start in 2017. Carol said that it could be helpful to have signs 

to show the accessible route to the swimming pool for people using wheelchairs.  

 

5) Replacement cisterns for Horti WCs 

Scott explained that the cisterns are unable to cope during peak times ( like tea breaks) and 

this is causing problems. Sally reminded people to use the normal system for notifying the 

Facilities team about repairs and breakdowns. She will also discuss with Adrian what can be 

done.5 

 

6) Repainting Horti tea room 

Sally suggested to the US Group that they ask Karen P to put this down as an activity for 

corporate volunteers.6 

 

7) Relocating speed hump outside Flat 14 

Responding to US Group’s request, Sally said she would ask Adrian if that speed hump can 

be moved from its current diagonal position across the drive, so that it is more comfortable 

for people – especially in wheelchairs – when vehicles cross it.7 

 

 

                                                           
4 AC to check what repairs are needed to the kerb/paving outside Maples 
5 SL to discuss with AC what can be done about WCs in Horti. 
6 US Group to ask Karen P if volunteers could help to redecorate Horti tea room. 
7 SL to ask AC about re-locating the speed hump outside Flat 14. 


